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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

A collection of original poetry which often engages the twentieth-century  

 

American poetic strands of neo-surrealism and language writing. 
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Stage One: Drowsiness 
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As Above, So Below 

 

For the duration of this poem you will  

be my wife.  This is not 

political.  Something about the word ricochet. 

Pears are juicier than spears, but I don’t 

expect cottage cheese with either.  I won’t  

be blessed for writing this. 

 

On the kitchen floor I found 

the phrase “an idea-driven gnostic slip—  

this is the new truth”—I don’t  

know or remember what it means.  I won’t 

expect you to stay with me if I 

can’t make some quality guesses 

in the next couple of weeks. 

 

I do contend that God doesn’t deal in  

equations.  Everything I write comes back  

to my yearning to become an elephant 

in must.  Still I insist on 

the above/below dichotomy.  The tortillas 

are on fire, dear.  Literally. 
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Slipping 

 

Living a dog’s life in fairyland, J. would pretend he  

was starving.  His dog was so rundown it was happy 

eating lettuce off the sidewalk.  I would like  

to live forever.  Sometimes J. would dream he was 

 

wilting like lettuce kept too long on the street.  The dog was 

living a dog’s life.  In fairyland, J. could pretend he  

was a god, but that was the tainted hashish.  I remember 

eating lettuce off the sidewalk.  I myself liked  

 

to donate my worn-out shoes to the local brothel.  J. ended up  

wilting like lettuce kept too long on the street.  The dog was 

dreaming of artesian wells and ripening corn.  It imagined 

being a god, but that was the tainted hashish.  I remember 

 

the lettuce, and contracting hepatitis.  I was sorry I’d 

donated my worn-out shoes to the local brothel.  J. ended up  

slipping into holiness.  He sat alone, collecting dust, hoping and 

dreaming of artesian wells and ripening corn.  The dog imagined 

 

it was living on a farm in Iowa.  Meanwhile, it thought about 

lettuce.  After contracting hepatitis, I was sorry I’d 

eaten the lettuce out of the woman’s skirt.  I myself regretted 

slipping into holiness.  J. sat alone, collecting dust, hoping  

 

to live forever.  Sometimes.  He would dream he was  

his dog, living on a farm in Iowa.  Meanwhile, the dog thought it 

was starving.  It was so rundown it was happy 

eating lettuce out of the woman’s skirt.  I regretted it. 
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The Everyday 

 

He holds the cello 

and thinks of the girl 

he saw on the corner 

from his cab 

imagines her in the audience 

and plays for her alone 

 

She holds her boy 

and thinks of the boy 

in the cab 

how he looked at her 

thinks she sees him 

in her boy and touches 

his face to make sure 
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The Fix 

 

There he was, fast asleep beside a small thistle.   

She stopped to watch his dying. She stood  

in desert sand, her  

cloak pulled tight yet exhibiting  

an inherent playfulness.  

His face carried a thematic or allegorical 

value—at most he was frowning, but 

she couldn’t regulate that. 

 

The scene was hardly 

a copious cinematic onrush.  The thistle  

rested easy, giving him a last tiny defense  

from a world of jump cuts, flows, 

and wild white roses.   

The thistle was the one trope  

that characterized all the suffering on earth.   

 

The man slept in rushing style,  

his body anacoluthon  

in its dreaming.  She imagined 

his power was in things, though  

that wasn’t explicit in the staccato  

richness and sadness of his sleeping.   

It became obvious that he wouldn’t die, 

but would lie forever 

on his discontinuous catalogue of dirt.  

 

She wanted to weep or shudder 

in front of the thistle, the man,  

the dreaming—but she couldn’t assemble 

sufficient reason why. 

 

Before turning away, she uprooted  

the thistle and left it in his hands  

to imitate warmth. 
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Two Years 

 

She slices a batch of onions.  She  

closes the door and jams the ventilation.   

 

The room is small.  She halves  

the onions, arranges frantic patterns  

 

on the table.  “Slice and dice,” she  

chants, “slice and dice.”  Halves  

 

become quarters, then small chunks.   

Two hours and she’s still not crying. 
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First Coffin Sketch: Rebecca 

 

1. Morning.  No breakfast.  A call from the office. 

They order her to dig  

a shallow pit, a grave just her size. 

 

2. She nearly skips her step aerobics class.  She is somehow compelled to go. 

She closes her eyes, to see her inner being in detail. 

All she gets is a stale super-sized drink. 

 

3. Thinking back: two nights ago (or was it?): 

Toward midnight, she oversaw an altercation 

between the Vietcong and a group 

of banjo players riding the point standings over  

the Continental Divide, over the hey-baby-let’s-go-to-my-place place. 

 

4. She couldn’t find a babysitter. 

It was The Big Show, and absolute power corresponded  

to a misreading of social mores  

as advanced by Madonna.   

Competition was vicious—all the big-time burger ads  

dripped blood. 

 

5. She couldn’t find a date. 

Apoplexy or woe: (there was none) 

 

6. Nearly tripping on a lawn sprinkler on the way to her Jeep: 

Only metaphysics could emerge victorious  

from the war inside her.  The issue: the separation  

between church and football,  

what the vets feed their pets. 

 

7. She avoids the receptionist’s gaze. 

She is searching for the pages  

of a book that does not exist 

but cannot fail to exist.   

She is running her hands through her own hair,  

simulating warmth. 

 

8. Coffee—where’s the coffee?  And the bagels? 

The Lady Rebecca, Rebecca the Enigma: She forgets  

her afflictions, caught  

in a transcendental night-flying mission, 

battling heroic Maximals and evil Predicons,  

fighting for control of the universe. 
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9. Sitting: 

In a remarkable coincidence or maybe fate,  

the constipated actress on the screen becomes one with everything.   

At that moment, Rebecca’s shadow strikes guilt  

and retreats, sobbing,  

on the floor. 

 

10. Sitting: 

She thinks of the men and women  

who fashioned the albums and artifacts  

she wasn’t able to save a bundle on, 

after all. 

 

11. Thinking back to last night (which is somehow foggier than two nights ago): 

Toward dawn, she caught an avocado- 

shaped diamond in her lips. 

It smeared her lipstick—she was still the victim  

of an obstinate nightmare. 

 

12. Sitting: 

After grappling with issues  

and side-effects, she drops the Beatles  

bargain CD into a washbasin.  At that point,  

the cover photo  

of the band becomes a text 

to be read. 

 

13. She skips lunch with co-workers—none of which are friends. 

Time.  She needs to work through  

a fascination for Benny Hinn 

and the potato peelings she never buried. 

 

14. The drive home.  She stops at every red light. 

She takes a trip to Jamaica, flings her coat  

and maybe some packages on a chair,  

her day overpowered by a critical review of Pulp Fiction,  

or maybe her current failure to breathe. 

 

15.So what is she waiting for? 

It’s a question she can’t even vocalize. 
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Something to be Made of Pain 

 

They call me innocent because a promise  

to the dead isn’t binding.  Because the past  

is mythical and when I think of myth I think of olive trees. 

 

I kissed her because sin precedes repentance and I wanted to repent. 

Because I had to spite the medium 

who called her voice thin and tuneless. 

 

I gave her the diamonds  

because she forgot how to cry  

and needed artificial tears.  Because I didn’t even own  

my own bad moods—in her presence they’d disappear. 

 

I went to the ocean because I didn’t know  

what she meant by grace.  

Because I’m still looking for los míos—my people. 

  

I asked her about loneliness because I wasn’t sleeping—  

I shot the neighbor’s dog  

and couldn’t trust myself anymore.  Because I’m driven  

to please her but I’ll be damned if I help the drunk  

I saw by the fountain last night. 

 

I believe in God because  

that gypsy song about lo bueno y lo malo almost wrecked me.  

Because I’m making it.  I swear I’m making it. 

 

I don’t take it too much to heart 

because they still call me innocent. 

Because I’m convinced nothing is real and all the visions   

I’ve had so far are skewed. 
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Mistaking Her Pain for Light 

 

I was watching the rodents 

bask in their ever-quiet joys.  Blind,  

they spent their time sniffing out light  

on that street in Sevilla.  Searching  

for a home, I imagine.  Or a purpose—something  

to compete against, something to eat  

in the wilderness of their exile.  Somehow they startled  

a gypsy woman, a campesina suffering  

from loneliness or a lack of love.   

Each party became an army, requiring timing,  

targets, and a future staged in shadows.   

Mistaking her pain for light,  

they chased her.  In their hope, the rodents  

crossed a line.  She reversed direction  

and pulled a navaja.  The scene  

recalled a forest: it burned black,  

corrupt, like the entropy of bread,  

extinguishing searchlights and unprovable  

conclusions.  She cut off their tails,  

the ultimate act of mala leche.  Like a child,  

the universe undid itself, unraveling into lost possibilities  

and clever fingers.  Was anyone laughing?  

Not the rodents.  At the truly atomic level  

time became fragile, infinite,  

and most of all mad. 
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Beth and the Dentist 

 

He carries her teeth in his pockets. 

She almost bled to death  

the night he pulled them, 

but somehow pulled through. 

There was no anesthetic involved—  

just a statue of the Virgin, some piano wire,  

and the occasional caress. 

He’s writing on the teeth, a long poem—  

he uses a microscope and segues 

the narrative from tooth to tooth. 

He believes he is creating art. 

 

She asks him nightly, “Will you 

kiss me now?”  But he won’t—  

too much empty space,  

and toothless kisses don’t satisfy. 
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Lunchtime Awakening 

(after Josip Novakovitch) 

 

Someone from Romany will understand this: 

 

The waitress was a student, dabbling  

in the fundamentals of shadow.  My son, ready  

to grapple with any puddle of oil on the road, stared.  

I could feel the humming of her life’s problems,  

and if I’d spilled some salt, maybe  

he wouldn’t have gone over.  Maybe it was the wine. 

 

Her menus were raspy yet professional, like a herd  

of dead zebras.  She stood by, poured his ex-wife’s favorite year  

(which has the consistency of smoke from  

a bad engine), and with a small universal smile 

told him there were no other beverages. 

I’d seen it happen before: his shadow contracted  

into a kind of blushing.   

 

Would you prefer tomato paste or tomato powder  

with that? she asked, breaking into his future-reading reverie.   

He picked at his glass and  told her 

to take a cautious sip.  It’s a miracle! 

she whispered, I can see it.  He added, Our children  

will be short and fat, and she took another sip. 

 

I see a yard, a handsome green yard, and  

when the sun is up we’ll swallow lyrical jelly rolls 

 on the porch.  They eyed each other drunkenly, just another boy  

and girl.  On a Saturday afternoon in May the sun  

will permanently cast us as shadows.  I congratulated  

them (against my own religious beliefs) and stepped away  

from their flickering outlines,  

 

leaving no chamber music, no direct military orders  

from a superior.  You see,  

her smile was not pretty,  

only dust at the speed of darkness,  

dropping out of consciousness. 
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Stage Two: Intermittent Peaks and Valleys 
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Jack the Apostate 

 

beside the road  

beside his shadow  

Jack found the hole  

and threw in the seeds  

the stalk grew up in ground  

little more than sand  

Jack’s dreams  

broke a hole through the morning  

 

inside the gate  

the night’s penumbras  

the castle deranged willing  

to give up all its chinks  

and wash chutes  

Jack euphoric lost  

caught up like the word  

salt in the desert  

he ceased to signify and sand  

passed through him  

 

he forgot his mother rested  

inside the skillet  

the giant’s shadow mimicked  

Jack’s memory  

step by extracting step  

the well of its mouth  

framed with flaming wires  

waking up Jack 

cut the colossal  

throat a bloody escape  

tripped out the door  

and wrote his body into the hole  

he found beside the sky   

 

repudiated the toppled corpse  

the old law  

landed in sand  

already praising other shadows  

purer names to teach him  

to see again he turned his back  

on the stalk  

 

coming home would be trickier next time
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Those Dying Days 

 

Now silent, now that bird, and you, lying.   

You knew the road, all strange the wandered words, 

and what happened had an almost terrible,  

forgotten sense to it.  Or remember the cat  

that died, which you, old, had broken:  

it experienced ears, rain for eyes, days,  

and a body on the thin end.  You learned thirst  

to patch the loose paint and hunger to repel flies,  

buzzing in the wind, streaming above the blue ants.   

Those dying days disappeared, drifted silently away.   

You alone watched the end and cared.  It was vast.   

   

The cat understood its way down, the street dead  

or inside it now.  Deep within the microscopes,  

the Company drew stamps, wondering where  

the books and meanings were located.  The world’s  

hillsides and wronged childhoods stemmed  

from a now that had lasted too long.  For years you rose,  

your memories seeping out, swimming over  

the sides, away from smells, tastes, and sight.   

You closed the past and meditated on its surface,  

choosing to sit below, waiting, as you must.   

 

Now put all remembering aside: it’s you alone,  

a creation song. 
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I Want to See More of You 

 

Come and see a freshly-filleted caterpillar—it’s bigger  

than a football.  This and a living room under glass,  

filled with angry capitalists fracturing one another  

with croquet mallets.  Come and see lettuce heads  

that pronounce the word “cobblestone.”  Have I gotten  

other vegetables to talk?  I’d  rather not say.  You’ll have  

to come and ask the vegetables themselves, one by one,  

in person.   

 

Come see butter brickle and shopping mall executives  

wrapped in outdated tax forms.  I have all sorts of fishes— 

you can see my latest school of tanned porpoises  

execute a perfect attack on the nuclear family!  Have I  

kept my promise to produce a new chewable superconductor  

for children?  Yes.  Come and see the mercy of my new  

mathematics (you’ll see you’re already at the mercy  

of my new mathematics) and my new batch of sleeping lawn  

forks.  These become human after 10 p.m. (and I guarantee  

that no Appaloosas or piano wires are involved).  

My technicians are looking for volunteers to shrink  

to the size of an iris—if you’re interested, come and see 

(and don’t miss the local bullies and windshields perforated  

hourly with titanium snowflakes).   

 

Is your alphabet capable of attacking rusty bridge cables?   

Come right away—I need you.  I’m starting work on  

a new blight to rot away excess thumb pigmentation— 

come today. Come and see my enemies—I‘ve captured them  

and keep them tied to the back wall, where I riddle  

them hourly with microscopic darts.  Please.  Come and see.   

I have all this and more. 
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The Sound of Dropping Keys 

 

This is the choosing of Arizona: 

approaching the calculation differently—  

deciding the beauty of a woman 

 

only after I’ve kissed her. 

This is the choosing of the wind: 

  

Sunday school, touching the Book of Job,  

my saying nothing signifies 

an irrevocable no to everything. 

 

This is the choosing of the rawness 

in my mouth: an icy crucifix 

 

on my tongue, my hands  

shrinking from all women 

named Elizabeth, both real and potential. 
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On Forfeiting Closure 

 

So really Charlene wasn’t hurt at all when she  

hopped, skipped, and tiptoed away from Jase,  

smiling forward at a small-nosed blond named  

Brick, tossing kisses back with hundred  

dollar bills: “What do you owe me for?  What did you  

break of mine?  Don’t you realize I’ve always said  

hell and damn and most of all cabbage you twit?”   

 

And he was hurt, incensed in fact, so he  

made a pan of brownies and sat with Brick,  

Brick being there for him awhile.  “I have no appetite,”  

he thought, “Maybe I have a tumor, or a tapeworm.”   

“Yes,” joked Brick as he joked and joked and said  

“Charlene” and “tapeworm” over and over and  

 

Jason blushed green and said, “I need to lie down.   

I need to talk to Kyra.  To talk some new sense.  I need  

a field, to read God’s name in a blade of grass.   

I need redemption, now.”  And he did need it,  

and it wasn’t yet a good story because there was no  

redemption, only Charlene in a khaki skirt and white  

blouse, sexy, smart as a model, waving quick,  

sick to the stomach when she thought of kissing  

a tapeworm-infected guy, all without closure.   

 

“I want closure,” said Jason: “I want marriage,  

and I need to end this chapter of [Charlene’s] life.”   

But he couldn’t, of course.  In the end he put on a green  

collared sweater and talked halfbacks and stigmata  

and Shakespeare, and he couldn’t in the end  

end anything for Charlene. 
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The Bicycle 

 

The bicycle is a trope of religious amplitude.  It  

is a second-rate novel, a shaman’s chant, or a  

triumphant change in history.  The bicycle may  

be a bad assumption, a type of reading  

or expression now dead.  It moves like   

a catastrophe, a glittering purple and yellow 

 

Jewish calendar, levitating through the sky.   

Dennis claims it rests on the lake in mid- 

January.  The bicycle is not my wife’s purse but  

is useful in partitioning the despair of our oldest  

child.  A cherub coaxes it over the horizon of  

a dubious historiography, where it impresses 

 

itself on our commodified feminist critiques.   

Like a concept, the bicycle can be  

spontaneously stretched across a circular  

driveway.  It is more than a dandelion root,  

but less than a discourse on the role of blind spots  

in the traditions of psychoanalysis.   

 

Sometimes the bicycle is wedding heroics,  

a leg-trap flinging itself over fences, 

transference, projection, the flourish of a silver  

aspen, a new query, or deep breathing.   

The bicycle is my soul, riding my mind  

to an infinite level of subhuman alterity. 
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Endgame 

 

I tried dreaming of an indigo Fisher Price phonograph 

and a summer bout of chicken pox.  I failed.  She was 

a hip deejay, promoting a new kind of music, 

damn her.  You made her sound dangerous 

 

but manageable.  I blushed with erotic thoughts, 

tried dreaming of an indigo Fisher Price phonograph, 

floating for two days in my rubber tube 

with a hip deejay promoting a new kind of music. 

 

Mercy missions are lost with one screw up  

but manageable.  I blush now with erotic thoughts 

of Cuba.  All my maneuvering was a sideshow.  

As I floated for two days in my rubber tube, 

 

the spin wars broke out.  Sooner than expected, 

since mercy missions are lost with one screw up, 

you ordered me to kill her right there, the girl 

from Cuba.  All my maneuvering was a sideshow,  

 

like a communist system that controls its athletes. 

The spin wars broke out sooner than expected, 

causing big eruptions that stayed alive for weeks. 

You ordered me to kill her right there, the girl, 

 

damn her.  You made her sound dangerous, 

like a communist system that controls its athletes, 

or a summer bout of chicken pox.  I failed.  She kept 

causing big eruptions, staying alive for weeks. 
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Taming the Bull 

 

I finished Kakuan’s 10 Bulls and caught my heart.   

I overpowered it, made it beat, stop, and wiggle.   

With will alone I switched my pulse from fast to  

prudent.  I even fluttered it with love for humanity  

and my ex-girlfriend.  I quickly mastered it— 

in no time I was tinkering with movements and tempos  

and stopping it on dares.  I held a woman’s hand  

and matched my pulse to hers.  I cut myself and only  

bled when I needed to.  I even gave a demonstration  

at the local high school, started telling kids to say no  

to drugs.  My little brother started calling me “sir,”  

and that sounded right to me.  But something’s wrong  

now.  It’s late but it’s not working on its own.  If I  

don’t make it, it doesn’t beat.  I’m weak and tired.   

I’m lying here, strangely content, thinking  

there must be a lesson in all this, quiet. 
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Rose Whitley Discovers Makeup at Age 14 

 

Perhaps if I were a machine I could  

decorate these barren altars of my face 

with something purer, something like steel 

 

Or maybe I’d choose a photo of a nebula— 

I’d become immaculate, caught  

inside a constant becoming 

 

Out of the seething turmoil of this world  

I’d reinvent every plain girl  

who needs an imaginary friend  

or anything else make-believe 

 

Or maybe I’d just remake their mouths and noses.   

Then God could use me to breathe,  

and I’d only need an occasional vague infusion  

of flesh and blood 

 

We would call this progress,  

which is little enough to ask for 

 

I’m afraid, God.  Make me anonymous,  

make me new, make me free 
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Sunday Afternoon, a Little After Four 

 

J:   

S:  I liked Godot best of the three.  Though I don't remember the sex. Maybe I need                

     counseling. 

J: 

S:  Tina Turner.  I miss about half of what happens in my world. 

J: 

S:  So?  There’ll be hell to pay if I don’t marry her. 

J: 

S:  Frankly, your saying nothing IS the sum of it (read that five different ways).  It’s  

     that her kisses seemed perfunctory, dutiful, unengaged—so I broached the subject. 

J: 

S:  Not talk about Ruth?  Six months and we still haven't talked about Ruth.  My hell.  

J: 

S:  It means nothing, and she suspects as much, but I think I can get away with it.      

     Can you think of a synonym for “voyeur”? 

J: 

S:  I don't know if I'm actually "in" any "juju."  Though he did ask if I wanted to go to  

     Europe next summer.  I’m going to have to put the kibosh on this one. 

J: 

S:  It wasn’t that I’d be damned if I kissed her (though I may indeed have been  

     damned had I kissed her).  

J: 

S:  “The toy gravediggers 

       Don't work so well. 

       Their spades are heavy, 

       Their spades are much too heavy.” 

J: 

S:  She put her arm in mine (grabbed me by the elbow , you know, the way guys  

     and girls sometimes walk).  I was, of course, petrified the whole way home. 

J: 

S:  I said that Aristotle was a fascist.  It didn’t go over well.  

J: 

S:  No.  She’s a non-vomiter.  Who’d have thought it? 

J: 

S:  I learned a new word today: callipygous.  It means having shapely buttocks. 

J: 
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A Gypsy Girl Has Inexplicably Fallen 

 

She fell, clattered an artless dance, the body  

struggling against invisible, ordinary-sized  

floorboards.  What floorboards?  A pulsing red  

echo demanded a christening of clouds,  

urine-stained cement, ardent struggle,  

endless vigil, like what happens inside a cup of soda.   

 

She became a bayonet dwindling through  

layered crystal.  The horses in her brain pulled  

the corners of the galaxy inside, all moving  

at a hard spark from the instant of release.   

She shunned offers of refuge with the rivets  

in her eyes and was encompassed by a dilemma  

of uncaring, lunatic battles of air.   

Winged orange flowers bloomed out and downward,  

every twist irregular, each swirl a set-up.   

 

There was no hiding, no harmony.   

Her vertical consensus was wrecked by a small shift  

in a stab downward.  The intruder was an outlaw  

dressed in the black tips of her shoes,  

the volatile weather.  He lifted her head, lifted silences,  

zigzags, and rapid curves.  Everything you thought  

you knew was lifted: the white strings of the eyelids,  

oxygen, the girl, darkness. 
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Working Backwards 

 

To begin with the dog and work backward:   

“Dog” refers to the problematics of unmasking  

realism.  This unmasking has been called  

“walking the dog,” an activity that has evolved  

 

to the point that its broadest solution is death.   

The dog’s triumph is an emotional montage,  

the triumph of the outburst.  Modern innovations  

in metaphysics are referred to as the “appropriate  

 

care and feeding of the dog.”  Pure continuity  

only exists in the absence of the dog, the absence  

of all human terms.  This goes beyond the mechanical  

background hypotheses.  The fluctuating strangeness  

 

of intention establishes the dog’s radical meaning,   

which causes an explosion of bona fide  

revolution, working against a vital, maturing  

objectivity.  The dog is more a connection  

 

than an adornment—it shifts ramification away from  

ambiguity.  Art is the appropriate form of ideology  

to adopt in this circumstance,  

as long as the dog is not depicted. 
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Stages Three and Four: Deep Sleep 
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Vortex Postulates 

 

. A bathtub is a dead man, and the shallow, tepid water his wife.  

 

. My brother is dead.  He is sinking, speeding up as he approaches the middle of the earth.  

He lost his life to the accelerating force of gravity, settled into a smooth, uniform flow 

when he whispered, “we’re all dead men.” 

 

. When the drains of the sepulchers are opened, the water that buries the dead runs out, 

and the dead are buried below, flowing radially through the drainpipes.  

 

. The flow does not remain in an even state for long: it cuts into the flesh of the dead.  

 

. Why?  There was a time we could buy and sell the sea, but we had no need. 

 

. Whoever touches a dead body causes movements in the air at the water's surface.  An 

irregularity in the ripples will not let bystanders mimic the dead.  This stands between the 

dead and the living.  

 

. It is not an English saddle, not a set of ice tongs, not my brother’s soul. 

 

. Violent men are already consumed at death, so a little more water will approach the 

drain on one side.  

 

. On the other, the wives of the dead are forbidden to remarry, and thus a whirling of the 

living and the dead, a rotary motion, is introduced into the flow, and their names are not 

cut off. 

 

. Is that a cherry blossom falling through the sky, or a fleck of ash? 
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Urban Weather Patterns 

 

1 

The houses are shrinking, falling into daybreak.  Four runaways chasing a black 

helicopter overturn a fruit stand.  It’s morning now, the helicopter is fading, and they 

haven’t slept.  The wheels of every car in the city abruptly fall off, and all the drivers 

thank God.  Street mimes stop directing traffic—they take off their caps and drop their 

badges.  Summer is over, and it will be a hard fall.  

 

2 

A bone magician levitates a deck of cards across a stage.  He’s slipping behind the 

spotlight, like a crow or syringe filled with dynamite, set to blow when the weather report 

gets in.  The audience leans in, spellbound, like a band of Colombian revolutionaries 

reaching for the hem of a beauty queen’s white dress.  Now a blind usher leaps from the 

balcony, exonerating all the orchids on Earth. 

 

3 

Two dark-haired girls dance among the blighted leaves.  Dressed in matching black vests, 

they roil away from my gaze.  Storm clouds sling blue shadows at a nun wearing 

sackcloth and sunglasses: she’s crossing the street, carrying six loaves of bread, dodging 

mopeds and prayers. Cardboard patches of sky flutter to the ground. 

 

4 

Mercury falls from a broken thermometer onto sand, on a street dead in the projects, at 

the city’s edge. The sun is too far away.  A fetus in blue jeans and a white t-shirt rows a 

boat through a womb, fighting the current to be born. He stares into fog, losing ground to 

the rapids. 
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Shades 

 

This poem has no coherent point of view.   

It just gives inexact images, like mentioning  

two grey dogs circling the castle walls.   

They pass a Catholic Cathedral, and now the house  

of the deaf man Antonio Lobo ¿Te enteraste de  

lo del Hermano Lobo?  Sometimes heat distorts  

perception.  Mystical experiences tend to occur  

in hot climates, a white-lime casita that rests ¡Dios mío!  

in its own shade from the two p.m. Seville sun,  

listless and heavy, its occupants wishing for a cool dark cave  

on the north side of an outlying sandstone hill.  ¡Qué calor!   

This poem also presents a situation—tragic  

if not clearly delineated—describing a woman,  

drowsing in black, cycling through a deck of tarot cards.   

She looks past the nice-American-boy  

sitting across the room.  Es que mi marido se acuesta  

con las niñas.  The language of this poem is loose,  

sometimes questionable, and even self-conscious.  

The italics represent speech.  Two children play on cool tile  

stairs, twirling through reciprocating insults ¡Cabrón!  

¡Qué puta eres! that course through uncombed gypsy hair.   

¡Mamá!  The poem contains a turn.  Don’t expect  

a counterpoint, just a trailing off, an untransformed description  

that may not wear well.  Try to find thematic significance  

in this.  A missionary—a blue-eyed magician— 

smiles now, remembers a chewed-up blue Bic pen  

lifted from a friend two months ago, you didn’t say that,  

Sister Lobo, and how he prevents such theft  

by loaning out his pens without the lids. 
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For Alexandra 

 

I am sorry.  I saw the two of us alive, imprinted  

on the wandering sentences.  There you were on the beach,  

old and aloof, strictly afraid of death, drawing trees  

beside the blurred footprints.  You were shaping time  

with the empty possibility of imagining, with rocks,  

palindromes, and seagulls.  Near the house’s warped surface,  

the amusing scales of the bedroom descended in a song  

marked by story, crucibles, obsolete quests, and spies  

at colorful intervals.  We sang that our truth  

was in our coincidences, but the footprints proved us  

indifferently friendly.  The day’s surprise ending  

was a motionless shoe, your hands folded  

in contemplation.  Twilight came and the seagulls floated  

skyward, lost, headless above the cresting waves,  

careful but eager to ascend, avoiding the mutilated horizon, 

and the shore. 
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Purple Finch  

 

When God stripped the purple finch of its teeth, these mountains  

sprang forth.  When the finch moved its tongue,  

they were covered with ash.  For the cost of a whore,  

it coughed and unveiled the tops of the mountains.   

And it asked David, am I no more than a god to them here?  

 

After its death, its bones were scattered.  Afterwards, it shot  

like a fire up the base of the mountains.  We watched it turn to ash.   

For the cost of a whore, the purple finch will still cough  

and unveil these ancient mountains.   

 

The servants packed what they could and moved on, like fire  

shooting up the mountains.  They kept glancing at the dead finch— 

it too was going.  Why did the dying finch curse its own power  

upon the mountains?  What was heard there?  

 

Before the servants packed what they could  

and moved on, the purple finch ripped through the mountains  

like a strong wind.  Before they went westward, it set fire to them.   

And this was heard on the tops of the mountains.  

 

And it asked David, am I no more than a god to them, a purple finch,  

a great and strong wind ripping through the mountains?  And it moved  

its tongue and set fire to them.  And they were covered with ash. 
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Poet 

(After Carlos Edmundo de Ory) 

 

Before I opened my mouth what did my ear know 

What did I know of the poem that would yet be brought to me in silence 

  

Then the ancient sun seared my forehead leaving a traced pentagram 

 

My skeleton is a Greek lyre 

I am a reverberating shout 

 

When did my voice come to resemble my very being 

 

I scan the edge of the night for enlightenment while my pores blaze beneath a beneficent  

   moon  

    

I am still an heir of the cosmos whose lips are ripe for singing 

 

I am still a mystic mute whose primal breaths are ancient phrases of madness poetic  

   madness 

 

My pure lips are kissing the morning under an infinite sun 

 

Who will testify that my cry was music in the wilderness 

 

The diabolical daytime, like diesel fuel 

The world vomiting on my feet 

 

I saw a drunken angel with a finger in its mouth and I understood my own stunned heart 

 

For a long time I was lonely and silent  

 

What will my coffin hold 

My body is every day becoming more jasmine 

 

My voice and my ear  

 

I am an ancient terrestrial rhapsody  
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Wisteria 

 

The wisteria dips downward, like an angel. 

You’re alone yet you giggle elliptically, 

watch the wet rats skirt the pond. 

A green lizard pauses at your feet— 

 

today the ground and air are too dry.  

The wisteria dips downward, like an angel, 

and the wind and ash bear you up. 

Watch the wet rats skirt the pond. 

 

Mounds of dirt and pine needles 

(today the ground and air are too dry)— 

you want to kneel, pray, but instead step back 

as the wind and ash bear you up. 

 

Ants swarm, carrying eggs into the earth, 

these mounds of dirt and pine needles. 

Here’s a possum on your doorstep— 

you want to kneel, pray, but instead step back. 

 

There is no one around, no one to mock you. 

Ants swarm, carrying eggs into the earth. 

You reach for a falling leaf, ready now 

to hear the possum on your doorstep. 

 

A green lizard pauses at your feet. 

There is no one around, no one to mock you— 

you’re alone—yet you giggle elliptically 

and reach for a falling leaf, ready now. 
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Feedback 

 

Think of packing an elephant up  

the mountain I don’t know elephants 

only tiny ones I hold in my hand 

Think of erasing yourself  

like a chalkboard I read  

about a mystic once who did that  

but I’m afraid it would hurt  

Think of a bell big as existence  

I believe existence is the ringing of God’s bell 

so that makes no sense 

Think of October rain melting the ice  

you put up I don’t want October rain 

I need this ice 

Think of sentient oil being pumped out  

of deserts to be burned I can’t  

take so much burning don’t ask me to think 

of oil or deserts 

Think of that elephant I won’t 
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Himself, His Mother 

 

His fiancée left him yesterday, and now he’s weary, like the wind. 

His last chance for a better kind of love, or maybe escape. 

He feels a hissing sound in his ears, like the word “Diaspora” 

pronounced with no hope for redemption.  Mother asks him whether  

 

it hurts: “Wasn’t she just an ornament?”  But he is no longer his body. 

His fiancée left him yesterday, and now he’s weary, like the wind. 

He is not himself, certainly not his mother.  He’s eaten too much cake, 

he feels a hissing sound in his ears (like the word “Diaspora”), 

 

and he may have wet himself.  She walked out, into the entropic rain, 

and it hurts.  And wasn’t she just an ornament?  But he is no longer his body; 

more like a mindless serial novel, or a dog bathing on the chapel steps. 

He is certainly not himself, not his mother.  He’s eaten too much cake, 

 

spilled vodka on the floor.  “So, are you happy now, Mother?”  

He may have wet himself.  She walked out, into the entropic rain— 

she was wearing a faded green jacket.  There’s nothing clever about loss; 

it’s like a mindless serial novel, or a dog bathing on the chapel steps. 

 

But perhaps he’s forgetting her already.  He kneels to lap up    

the spilled vodka on the floor.  “So, are you happy now, Mother?”  

She leans down, kisses his neck.  He stares at her shadow in the tile: 

she’s wearing a faded green jacket.  There’s nothing clever about loss 

 

pronounced with no hope for redemption.  Mother asks him whether 

perhaps he’s forgetting her already.  He kneels to lap up 

his last chance for a better kind of love, or maybe escape. 

She leans down, kisses his neck.  He stares at her shadow in the tile. 
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Where Salvation is Free 

 

For children of the Quiché Maya, the ultimate trip is away 

from the Holy Land, arriving in Guatemala 

in mid-January.  In the 21
st
 Century, 

the Scriptures are best studied abroad. 

 

Since the New Testament was written 

for children of the Quiché Maya, the ultimate trip is a way 

to know the passion of Christ in Central America 

in mid-January.  In the 21
st
 Century, 

 

to become reconciled to God is to stop breathing. 

Since the New Testament was written 

in a field of maíz, or maybe a lowland rain forest, 

to know the passion of Christ in Central America 

 

one should avoid the priests.  Sinners here 

become reconciled to God.  To stop breathing is 

to accept Paul’s basic teachings, recognizing 

that a field of maíz or maybe a lowland rain forest 

 

is where salvation is free.  Neophyte pilgrims  

should avoid the priests as sinners here 

practice the art of suicide under the lush trees. 

They accept Paul’s basic teachings, recognizing 

 

that the Scriptures are best studied abroad, 

where salvation is free, where neophyte pilgrims  

from the Holy Land arrive in Guatemala 

to practice the art of suicide under the lush trees. 
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The Killing of Children 

 

Even strong men and women refuse to leave  

their easy chairs and porches in broad daylight  

nowadays.  Their heads hang down, too ashamed  

to face the feral children.  The gunshots are louder,  

the situation is desperate,  

 

and government officials may be forced  

to declare martial law or resort to higher laws  

based on consequence or revenge.  Death stalks us,  

in broad daylight nowadays.  Our heads hang down.   

Too ashamed to face  

 

the children shooting one another outside our kitchen  

windows, we’re focused on the next TV dinner,  

the etiquette and syntax of denial.  But we cannot escape  

higher laws based on consequence or revenge:  

death stalks us, 

 

finding our souls.  Still we look to government officials  

for guidance.  They flounder, a bunch of overfed  

baby boomers with unbounded patience.  Seduced  

by the next TV dinner, the etiquette and syntax of denial,  

we cannot escape 

 

hoping someone will please control the children.   

For children to stop the killing of children  

is the topic of our all our conversations.  Yet we flounder,  

a bunch of overfed baby boomers with unbounded patience.   

Seduced  

 

by the myth of progress, we act like government officials,  

fretful yet indolent. Even strong men and women refuse  

to leave their easy chairs and porches.  To stop the killing  

of children is the topic of our all our conversations.  Yet  

we fear all children.  The gunshots are louder,  

the situation is desperate. 
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Cynthia, In the Moment of Her Dying 

 

1. At thirty she is still unique.  Her fascination  

with drummers and everyday flowers  

has never stumbled.  But is this the rebirth she  

was promised, or is she being robbed at swordpoint?  

 

2. “I’ll marry you and bury you.”  The voice persists, 

another thread in the disjointed network  

of her heart.  Death beckons, wooing, offering  

the mystery of human woe in a suburban love song. 

 

3. She answers the ringing telephone, risking her  

hide, spurning the mysteries of summer and fall  

and schoolyard scuffles.  “Cynthia here,”  

she pants, evoking the molecular world,  

her last impetus for thought.  

 

4. She intuits the existence of her soul,  

learning that death is like clouds, weather  

patterns, coastlines, and spontaneous disquiet— 

in sum, the richest of all musics.   

 

5. Pushing aside some minor theoretical agonies, 

she turns toward the mechanical universe  

of her dying, only to lose herself  

to the cosmos that quietly eludes the perdition  

of the microscope.  Not wanting to die,  

not now, not as she scrutinizes the irregular  

mists of fall, not ever.   

 

6. As the instant nears, she defies the rules  

of entropy by picturing not dogs, not the blind,  

but children. 
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Prophet 

 

He would ponder the most  

slippery puzzles, alone  

in the kitchen on Sunday  

afternoons, a little after four. 

The missed connections  

in his throat were purely biblical,  

and his hatred for the metaphysics 

of brook trout and Kafka 

 

will be married to his  

visions forever. Despite  

his passion for the sanctity  

of doors, he secretly hated  

prudence and left it early on—  

his was the religion  

of a rising generation of air,  

swaddled in tracts  

 

of uninhibited concepts. 

He walked the freeways, a last  

great embassy of flesh, reconciling  

the mindless automatized  

working classes of the Common  

Era. Christianity is the pain  

of revival and the bliss  

of a hard rain, and the dreams  

 

he whispered to his sister late  

at night corrupted the creeds 

of a world of Pentecostal sects, 

indigent sages explicating 

his persistent ambition,  

somehow impotent  

to inflict romance or uproar on  

a reeling creation. 
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Youth of Tomorrow 

 

1 

The foliage was squirming in napalm.   

A former bible student,  

Joseph was not alarmed—there was no  

confusion of objects in his eyes,  

just a sense of brevity, fresh larkspur,  

a trickle of winter’s purity  

in his sweat.  A dirge of thirteen  

horsemen shook up dust  

to make him empty his pockets, to punish  

him for being.  Cockroaches  

and mettle were his sacred business,  

but even those wouldn’t survive  

a two-thousand megaton war.   

It was obvious he would fall,  

he would die.  He lowered his carbine,  

pictured his mother, prayed,  

“Please, God, no more  

stillbirths in the world.” 

 

2 

The pea-patch blew last night  

in a souping of microcosmic portions.  

Petra stepped through the green  

in sneakers smeared with dried muffin,  

and I swear she was not smiling.   

She had stolen Macgregor’s pods  

for decades or more, offenses worthy  

of all his spiked indictments.   

He had stayed awake that last year, mulling  

the strewn pods and cropped heads  

lolling among the slugs.  The night’s  

lone crow blundered a curt warning,  

shrieking a bridled stream of  

zeroes.  Macgregor, awake now,  

plummeted behind his shotgun,  

and the patch formed a critical paste.   

She crossed over, her eyes pulping  

the once-limber peas by the dozens,  

the quest a dystopic disaster, the patch  

a parable of grief. 
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3 

They would chase him for his  

silver deltoids, eighty-five school girls  

wearing kilts through the football fields  

of yore.  You could see them  

lurking in wait behind the tungsten  

bleachers (where strangers were  

singled out, branded, nuked to death,  

dragged through yak dung— 

in a word, abused).  He incited  

the Squirrel Wars with claymores and acids  

he found in the cellar.  He was faltering  

when their poster child  

betrayed them and ditched their goods.   

They lost their lesson books,  

flags, hats, and bumper stickers.  Patrick 

won the skirmish: afraid of marching  

or striking without style,  

they expired.  The smell of cloves  

and rotting fish only made him  

hack more swiftly. 

 

4 

For seven years now, men have braved  

crowds, fixed their kids breakfast,  

washed and dressed their parents.   

The test of a man is if he’ll go shopping,  

plant the land mines, lay the table, all when  

bombs or fullbacks are flying  

toward their goals.  We are true men.   

We build our alleyways narrow  

to restrict our women from sin.   

We hold coed pigskin parties in pink houses  

where we serve fruit punch and salads  

laced with rotting meat.  We prove  

our manhood silently, except when  

we sing, late at night, in the harbors,  

holding hands in worship.  We ignore  

the bundles of human cargo— 

our children will never be caught unaware. 
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Rat 

 

Today’s your birthday.  You’re a rat, pining for  

time or heaven.  Dogs chase you.  Where’s the 

laughter?  Pleasant shadows?  A welcome face?   

The world gently mocks you and drifts away.   

 

What’s the time?  You hear a cradle rocking.  

Today’s your birthday.  You’re a rat, pining for 

a turn in the road.  Spit it out.  Why not  

laughter?  Pleasant shadows?  A welcome face?   

 

The stillness is a circus and you’re its valentine.  

What’s the time?  You hear a cradle rocking 

or a door slamming.  You fear the moonlight 

and the turn in the road.  Spit it out.  Why not 

 

rest your eyes and fall asleep?  You recall the  

stillness: it was a circus, and you were its valentine.  

Maybe you’d like to fly with the force of   

a door slamming.  You fear the moonlight, 

 

the glass dagger that breaks through memory. 

Rest your eyes and fall asleep.  You’ll recall the 

iron prison you left behind at daybreak. 

Maybe you’d like to fly with the force of   

 

a world that gently mocks you, to drift away. 

A glass dagger breaks through memory, 

time, and heaven.  Dogs chase you.  Where’s the  

iron prison you left behind at daybreak? 
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Forever Lonely 

 

It was like a scene out of Matthew Arnold’s Britain.   

The lecturer was trying to explain where babies  

come from, but clearly had no clue.  In the drizzle  

of the fading Victorian summertime (with its overstuffed  

leather chairs, eggplants, agitated Cornish hens)  

we were toying with the charms of Platonic modes of thought.   

I couldn’t look away from the fresh glistening in your eyes:  

I fixated on your irises until they exploded.  You  

were such a dear then, or maybe a punch-drunk hyena  

looking for the nearest toilet.  Without eyes,  

you seemed smaller, like a salad or a palindrome.  We wanted  

cucumber sandwiches but had to content ourselves  

with violent love under the table.  Perhaps  

had been waiting for Tibet to be auctioned off again  

so we could re-ritualize our love.  “Are we forever lonely,  

with no good need to be?” you asked, and we sat silent,  

listening to the sound of sheep bleating through the walls,  

the rhythm of a rat’s heart, the sound an autumn lily makes  

as it passes out of the atmosphere. 
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Contextures 

 

1 

Only silence is automatic. 

 

2 

I duct-taped the baby to the underside of the kitchen table.  We left him there, my wife 

asked why, I didn’t know. 

 

3 

The sixth patriarch runs through my backyard in red wool stockings and a chartreuse 

tuxedo. 

 

4 

—Slow down, dear.   

—But the light’s green.   

—Yes, but it might turn red.   

—If I slow down, it will turn red.   

—Of course.  And then you’ll have to stop. 

 

5  

If the public turns erudite, I’ll talk about the animals plotting to kill Noah, about Noah’s 

animals sinning and needing to die. 

 

6 

It’s like this: God is infinite.  The parent-child metaphor fails because earth parents are 

finite.  Say I’m five.  I don’t understand the worlds my dad makes.  I build a fast car out 

of mud and he says, “Yup, it’s just like my fast car,” and we’re both happy but not quite 

on the level. 

 

7 

A yellow dog finds a man on a beach.  The dog sniffs the man, then trots away.  The dog 

the man might see: moving away into the grey sky, becoming one with the sky. 

 

8 

Contemplating translation, she grasped that when a poem is taken from one language to 

another, it must exist between, somewhere, if only for an instant.  “Damn,” she thought, 

“here’s proof that a poem really does exist outside of language, if only a word at a time, 

until I sew it up with another word, in another language, word by word by sentence by 

poem.”  

 

9 

His face and hair are orange.  He claims he’s just sunburned from skiing all day, but I see 

from the stains on his hands and the fibers in his teeth he’s been eating too many carrots. 
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10 

The confession of Paul the Zealot on the third day of the inquisition: I don’t want to play 

anymore.  I’m tired to hell of reviving this epistle—I can’t get it right, ever.  I lie and he 

wants truth. I give truth and he wants more.  And he always makes me cut my best lines.  

I’ve had it—I’m dropping out. 

 

11 

Marley was Buddhist  

and Africa Eden  

I a Mormon missionary  

tracting through Babylon  

reciting Marley  

my eyes on Trenchtown  

tied in allusion  

please God strike my face  

with music 

 

12 

I’m passing that guy who says he’ll work for food but won’t when Jason’s girlfriend 

accosts me and starts whining about downturns in the Hispanic cheese market.  “The 

persistence of absolute truth is so annoying,” she says, and I yearn for the sleepy 

looseness of my late winter lethargy.  I’m tired of spring already. 

 

13 

So I leapt into the grave gaping to swallow me  

wrapped tight like a cannonball or seed  

my body set to become dust and perhaps some yellow flowers. 

 

14 

She steps back to strike the spinning volleyball, without intending to or noticing the step 

(and since the movement is right and unintentional she is sanctified in stepping back).  

 

15 

Truth is not beauty.  Keats was a putz. 

 

16 

So I offered my own prayer, offered my cabbage and vice to the clever-footed man to my 

left, and prayed for the taste of fish burning my mouth. 

 

17 

I imagine that Greek fellow stuck in the river he stepped in, not the same river he’d 

stepped in earlier: alone in the river, frozen, the immutable word “shit” on his lips. 
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18 

1. TV 

2. The Body 

3. Lights 

4. Beds 

5. Do Not Kill 

6. Do Not Go Out 

7. Don’t Leave the Door Open 

 

19 

I can’t leave the cigarette I saw yesterday.  She smoked beautifully, consuming smoke as 

the spark consumed tobacco.  I wanted to consume her, but hesitation consumed me first.  

She walked away, I stayed silent.  

 

20 

Like the desaparecidos of Argentina, the snow has disappeared.  But who carried it off?  

The lethal disquiet of spring, each drift of snow a dissident or a child. 

 

21 

It’s that I need a pretext to kiss her and falling at her feet won’t do. 
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So Much Trouble in the World 

(after Jane Hirshfield) 

 

According to my dentist, the best midwife  

is a son learning piano.  The miracles he works 

transcend childbirth and leave you glassy  

through the war zone movements.  

In higher altitudes, nothing is played  

but gospel music and time, and each lasts  

a violent death.  Sometimes you hear echoes  

of world war: a high road to heaven like a camel’s  

walk through sand.  The top 1 percent of 

economists sing without voices.  The result is perfect  

dispassion, a mandate to execute fifty-six people.   

Tonelessness slides into the world on the faces  

of tall soldiers or saints.  Blank-faced like  

an industrialized nation still in its infancy.  The best  

babies are placed on their stomachs, where  

they listen to Chopin and misunderstand ethnicity 

(but never heartbeats).  Life goes on together  

in what we think is music.  You can even connect  

the notes: look at your son’s sleek body and wet  

curly hair—he plays only for playing’s sake. 
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In the Aphoristic Mode 

 

Is it an agrarian delusion to think that where nothing is compressed there is nothing?   

Should European fruitmongers be punished?   

Has every benevolent passerby always had a good conscience?   

Even sharpened scythes and plasticine drummers select their own recipients: landlocked 

cities plucked from the map, fine and sweet.   

Slap me with just a little truth—honesty brings too much indigestion in its train.   

I’m writing reassurances for a new range of concepts: ambiguous and suggestive 

cobwebs, lightning and thunder that require time, novelty spoons, time that 

requires deeds.   

The victims of horseshoe crabs take real delight in oppressing themselves.  The result is  

that they hear nothing.   

One is ameliorated by oneself: for that one has a looking glass.   

The frightened victim has become dangerous to society.   

That sages are allowed to coexist with the Trinity is ruining not only our festivals but the 

weather too.   

Ultimately, no one can extract victory from strength.   

What one cannot conceal in a long black coat one has no head for.   

Blood is miracle, miracle is oil leaking from a random motor boat.   

There are no greater powers on earth than good, evil, and misreading. 
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Recapture 

 

First: a small rifle, morning, you unravel figurations of the end of time.  Next: 

bookshelves, livestock, a martini to teach them Sabbath-breaking and damnation. 

 

First: a closet stuffed with scissors, carrots, and photocopied passages from the Gospel  

of Enoch.  Next: the children are always made scapegoats. 

 

First: freeze-dried foods, ice draped over a chair (this was a man’s room).  Next: when  

he comes back, the crickets will be gone. 

 

First: you carried her home yourself, never knowing her name.  Next: you insist on  

a “soul sleep” after the body and soul die together. 

 

First: Ozone, salad-size receptionists, a new house across the street.  Next: the morning 

you fell between death and resurrection, the table was full.   

 

First: you get set to work, dreaming of childhood.  Next: too much seems to vanish.   

 

First & Next: we will rise up to be forever annihilated. 
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Automatic for the People 

 

frisk them close, Martin said 

tampering with syntax and the intense sky 

Smith’s actual pronunciations on life 

went private      

 

pedants and instruction manuals  

that were dying he frisked them all 

and braked toward rumps      

and breasts 

 

infiltrated the once pure tongue, then 

helped them with the hatchets 

the untranslatable box coverings 

irrefutable Maoris worshiping the luggage car 

an older, finer speech before it, fishing, 

flushing the quarry 

 

more stingy than any success, than feeling 

no touch in his fingers 

toward America they slept, spilling 

out of cradles, out of the brave final year 

of his dying, thieving the whole village, 

gentle with two hours he spoke     

death into his big helmet 
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J. and T.  

 

1. J. and T. take off their shoes by the fountain.  They’re getting set to enter the pool.  It’s 

11:00 p.m., Florida summer, and J. (like any man) is wondering why he angered T. when 

he argued that no two people could ever truly understand one another.  T. isn’t even there 

with him; she’s remembering Spain, her year spent there, why she’d like to return but  

 

2. knows she never will.  The specter of Spain still stalks her.  She’s looking for dead 

frogs floating in the pool—since she’s never experienced lust, she feels nothing in such 

moments.  In her own mind she’s still a child growing dim at her bedside—turning to 

ether with each word she prays.  J. can see four frogs near the pool.  There’s also one  

 

3. inside it, which he’ll pick out before T. will get in.  This is the dance they do.  Too thin 

to dance, T. nevertheless wants to dance, exquisite, to the music of Babylon.  Too precise 

to be human, she is nevertheless human.  But not to J.  “If to breathe is to live, then to 

live is to work.”  She won’t agree.  Why are they out in this thick, stale, insect- 

 

4. infested night air?  T. walks by herself through the water, moving her arms in rhythm.  

J. wants to tell her that her mouth reminds him of an angel.  His mouth is becoming 

weary.  He knows he left his best memories inside his grandfather’s pickup truck.  

Something in his soul is clotting.  T.’s trying to cut through the water, become the water,  

 

5. and she’s consciously trying to ignore J., though she really believes she loves him.  “In 

the hindsight of a lover, yours is always an untouchable beauty.”  In J.’s mind, T. is a 

gypsy playing a guitar.  J. is that guitar.  She’s playing him with quick, spidery fingers.  

She plays hard and fast—he feels like a knife in a soldier’s hand.  The soldier is cutting  

 

6. downward into a wet blanket.  Frogs and crickets permeate the hot, wet blanket of 

night air.  It’s been a long time since it rained.  There’s only five days left until the start 

of hurricane season.  When it rains T. wants to remember something, but can only 

remember having known it once.  J. is doing handstands near the deep end, looking for  

 

7. something on the bottom of the pool.  T. stares at a frog in the shrubs.  She knows that 

no happiness is artificial, and that every footprint is unique.  She doesn’t hear him when 

he asks her, “Remember when you were pure desperation?”  He wants to kiss her but her 

face is without substance.  “It was you and me fighting death.”  He has hands to touch but  

 

8. cannot touch. The artificial light of the pool is unkind.   “I haven’t loved you for a 

hundred years.”  No stars are visible.  The air is thicker than their love.  But, as T. 

realizes, perhaps it’s more bearable.  J. is starting to feel angry, though he’s nowhere near 

articulating to himself why.  For T. the pool is full of little girls.  Little girls in an  

 

9. afternoon light—she forgets that it’s nighttime.  “Childhood is a beautiful thing—why 

do they cut it so short?”  They’re splashing, jumping in, dunking one another.  Early 

afternoon, and she’s the mother of one of these girls.  She wants to speak as a child, but 

doesn’t believe it will get her into heaven.  J. tries to pull her back: “Why won’t you  
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10. admit that words signify?”  As if he or anyone else knew the words.  Surveying them, 

T. can’t decide which girl is hers.  “Do you really think you could see God’s face in the 

water?”   Facing away from one another, each wants to choose the harder path.  J. is 

growing impatient.  He wants to reach for her, but he’s tired of reaching, tired of Florida,  

 

11. of air that’s thick, tired of speculating, of staying quiet, of frogs, fountains, and 

footprints.  T. is simply praying: “Please God, let me compensate less every day.  Let me 

touch when I touch, kiss when I kiss, know with symmetry your untouched hands and 

untouchable toes.”  It will all be over soon. 
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The Village of Reason 

 

 1. Jake lives in the village of reason. 

 2. His mother’s name is Mrs. Dutalier. 

 3. She owns a Mexican restaurant.  She despises all secondhand opinions and     

     deadbeat dogs. 

 4. Her kitchen is like a beige tortilla wrinkling in the sun, a steaming gingham frock  

     layered in glossy mud. 

 5. Jake and his mother are trying to solve Mondays in the abstract.  They practice science  

     with electronic prayers, petitioning their gods with recalcitrant expressions of  

     virtue, perusing any number of bone charts. 

 6. Jake’s father is a flashlight stuck in a back pocket.  He and his father have been  

     estranged for years, though they occasionally exchange newspaper clippings relating        

     to time travel and chocolate-covered espresso beans. 

 7. The women in the neighborhood are the wardens of consciousness.  For perfume they  

     wear the words verano, gracia, and holocausto.  Jake thinks saffron is a sum of money    

     earned by piling sacks of tortillas or filling buckets with guacamole.  Jake is a prisoner    

     of the moon. 

 8. The moon is a parking lot, the father a major credit card, a Monday culminating in    

     your murkiest dreams. 

 9. Mrs. Dutalier cooks through blood and soil to concoct a new variety of carne asada—    

     all to keep her damaged word. 

10. Jake keeps a collection of fifty dancing girls under his mattress.  These constitute a  

      sonnet. 

11. Out back, the little basket of cummerbunds is a burning house.  There may be some  

      survivors, but we don’t know yet. 

12. Jake wears the ironed socks in this play. 

13. His mother is the high price of its landscape. 

14. The father’s tragic flaw is the chile relleno 

15. and this dappled matchbook cover an epilogue. 
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Palimpsests 

 

Can you think of a synonym for "voyeur"?   

Common people (kids especially, the audience for villancicos) don't even know what  

frankincense is, but they can appreciate a good bit of chocolate.   

My dad called my love life a funeral.  We sat together and wept.   

I’m back to the heresy thing.  Pedantic double-talk isn’t what it used to be.   

Arguing that Asians are diasporated Israelites, she said, "When you look at really evil  

countries like Thailand and India, you realize they must have the blood of Israel.  

Only people with potential for holiness can be evil like that."   

When you were with Ruth, you were a bastard.   

That "Yo me remendaba" song is just about gitanos stealing the diapers off the baby  

Jesus.   

I don't suggest you use talk of golden wee-wees as a litmus test when meeting women.  

Everything after the word "incest" in the last letter was a lie.   

She said I was born to process eggs.  When I told her that Scrabble was of the devil, she  

held my grandma down and started tickling her.   

New title: Tres mejicanos y un recuerdo sacramental.   

Self-aware shallowness isn't shallow.  That's my new mantra.   

I expect you to be married by the time your plane lands in the U.S.  Get some rabbi to do  

it.  But you need to start thinking she's attractive.   

I would rescind all the bad things I said about her, but, since I qualified what I said, I  

really don't need to, do I?   

How's your urine lately? 
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The Lights Above 

 

The man reached desperately for the drowning woman,  

catching nothing but current.  She looked so peaceful then,  

as if exhaling, as if she were making long sighs at him,  

and later he would insist she looked perfectly dry underneath  

the water, sinking into the black and sterile sea.  Her eyes  

spun and her hair billowed softly—they were the color  

of thunder picked from the sky.  As she moved away,  

his heart and skin grew tight.  Then, without his wits,  

he could have almost abandoned the clocks in his pockets 

and followed her.  But the cadenced rain and spinning stars  

stole the will from his hands.  In the last years of his life,  

his image of her would be tinged with a violet wavelike  

motion, and he would hear a woman’s voice pleading,  

“Take me, take me to the lights above, to the mountains.” 
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